
We transform companies by discovering
the value of their data

You can't imagine how much useful information is
hidden in your infrastructure and operations. Datadope
finds it, models it, organises it and converts it into useful
indicators of the state of the business.

Our IOMetrics solution implements the latest
technologies including machine learning and predictive
analytics to structure information in a way you've never
seen before. It is even able to prevent problems by
modelling the behaviour of your services and comparing
it with their current behaviour.

We work only on Open Source which eliminates vendor
lock-in and, combined with our Agile and DevOps
philosophy, achieves previously unheard of
implementation times.

Strategy and planning: based on your use case and
business requirements.
Design and architecture: we know the complexity of
the environment in which you operate from our own
experience, we design the best architecture for your
current and future situation.
Development consultancy: we are always improving
IOMetrics and we have the best team to develop any
additional solution you may need.

You will have at your disposal the
necessary services to turn your
implementation into a success.

Our aim is to cut through the noise, to take you to a new,
higher level of insight into how your infrastructure and
operations are affecting business processes.

We know you need to transform your infrastructure
management, and do it quickly. You'll see results
much sooner than you expect because we don't talk
about Agile and DevOps. We breathe it!

¿What is Datadope?
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Improved user experience and business analytics.
A unified control panel.
End-to-end observability.
Predictive analytics.
Automation.

With our IOMetrics solution we get you to focus on your services and
business processes

IOMetrics puts the focus on understanding the vulnerabilities your infrastructure is producing in the business and
resolving them.

It is a complete turnkey solution, implemented in record time, that covers all your operational and business value
delivery needs based on five components.

These components will provide you with:
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IOMetrics CMDB creates the true source
of truth for your infrastructure

Regardless of whether you have all your systems on-
premises or use public or private clouds.

The IOMetrics CMDB, based on Open Source solutions,
organises the information that discovery has found or
that you provide and displays it in optimised
visualisations to find the problems that are affecting your
infrastructure.

It easily integrates with any Service Management
solution you are using to streamline your operations and
relate them to your assets, applications and in general
any configuration item, be it software, VLANs, devices
and cloud applications, etc.

Keep your data safe during migration

The key to the success of any migration project is to
preserve the integrity of the data architecture and the
data itself.

When the amount of information is large, a validation
system is needed to ensure the preservation of the data
in the system to be migrated.

We design the validation system with you and maintain
the two systems in parallel until we are as confident as
possible that all data, dependencies and metrics have
been migrated to IOMetrics.

You get a secure and reliable migration to position your
infrastructure and your business in the best possible
position to find the value your data holds.

IOMetrics CMDB: the truth of your infrastructure
 

To extract all the value that your data treasures, through the information that Discovery has found or that has
been provided to it; we organize, centralize and display the information in a database that helps identify

infrastructure failures. 
All relationships can be easily visualized through the topology and in context.
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Visualize your architecture and monitor your CIs, applications and
platforms, with our operational analytics.

Discover how to improve your
infrastructure with IOMetrics
operational analytics

Which application needs optimisation? Which platforms
does it depend on? Where are the bottlenecks? What
level of complexity do we have?

 To be able to answer these questions, and many others
that you are sure to have, you need a reliable but above
all flexible operational analytics solution.

The questions are many and they change almost every
day as the business and IT organisation evolves. 

You need to rely on an operational analytics solution that
is not only able to answer the most obvious questions
but also to evolve to adapt to your new requirements. 

Our solution evolves with you, all our installations are
implemented under the DevOps philosophy and we work
in an Agile environment. 

This means that your only job is to give us the
requirements and you will see how your analytics evolve
to adapt to them.

Understands and manages all
interdependencies

With IOMetrics operational analytics you will be able to
understand at a glance how the different components of
your infrastructure are related. 

It will allow you to effectively manage change
management in your organisation and put an end to
service interruptions caused by dependencies that
nobody had thought of.

Focus on what's really important

Knowledge of your infrastructure will enable you to
discover those areas that need more attention because
of their relevance to the business. 

You will be able to identify what is really important and
focus on it, reducing the time spent on areas of lesser
relevance.
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Business Analytics: Discover The Pain Points 
of the business and how to improve it

Improve business decisions with insights based on data analytics, revenue impact, and customer
segmentation; combining business context with application performance and analytics.

Use the power of predictive and
prescriptive analytics to improve your
business

It's not just about having real-time data, but our
predictive analytics engine, based on machine learning,
will alert you to problems before they occur and at the
appropriate level.

Machine learning will model the current behaviour of
your services and predict future behaviour. This will give
you a very important competitive advantage at the level
that really matters: the business level.

IOMetrics will provide you with data organised in
management reports for each of the 3 layers that make
up the integration of the business with the IT
infrastructure.

You will know the user experience.

You will know if SLAs are being met and the business
impact of not doing so.

You will understand if you are going to have
problems in the future related to capacity
management.

You will visualise the real business implications of
change management in your organisation.

Business-focused monitoring that
detects your weak points

 
The customisability of monitoring is almost infinite, and
it is enhanced by the predictive analytics capability of
machine learning.

Business Dashboard Vision
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You will get exactly what you need

Personalisation and automation is deeply rooted in our
solution. Datadope was born to add value to businesses
by finding the value in your data and bringing it to the
surface so you can make informed and efficient business
decisions. 
And that can only be achieved through customisation,
our solution adapts to your environment, your
particularities and your needs.

 That's why we have designed IOMetrics using Open
Source technologies, why our ecosystem lives in an Agile
and DevOps environment and why we have surrounded
our product with a layer of services. 

All these features have a single goal: to implement the
exact solution that fits your business needs.

See at a glance how to improve your
applications

All products in the IOMetrics stack are wrapped in a
wrapped with an optimised solution design and strategy,
proper
optimised solution design and strategy, proper planning
and
rapid implementation. 

But we don't stop there, we know that you will have new
needs, new metrics to implement, new integrations to do,
etc. 

That is why we put at your disposal our Agile and DevOps
development environment that is prepared for any
challenge you may pose. 

Total customisation so that technology is not a problem
and you can concentrate on adding value to your
business from the different sources of information in
your infrastructure.
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All technologies will be automatically monitored.
From Linux, Oracle, AS400 or Weblogic to Openshift,
Kubernetes, Cloud or Mongodb.

Any new device or platform in your network will be
detected, self-monitored, included and contextualised
in the CMDB.

IOMetrics Analytics automates your operations.

Achieve maximum automation ¿What will you get with IOMetrics?

Full stack reports 
Proactive

Agile, flexible and
automated

Business Intelligence en 
real time

Under TCO, implementation
and maintenance

Viewing the Data Sources Relationship
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¿What if your monitoring solution also
secures your infrastructure against
external attacks?

That's exactly what you get with IOMetrics Audit.

Once you have a comprehensive inventory of your entire
infrastructure and are extracting value from your data with
all IOMetrics components you need to take the next step:

Ensure that your infrastructure is resilient
against external attacks.

IOMetrics Audit applies security logics to all monitored
components to detect problems that can compromise your
infrastructure, and therefore your business, if not intervened
in time.

Define and receive only the alerts that
matter.

Our philosophy is to provide the customer with total
customisation. 

You will have the ability to define new events that are of
special concern to you due to the special characteristics
of your business. Our DevOps and Agile environment will
do the rest, and you will see everything that worries you
implemented in your monitoring and security system.

In addition to defining the alerts you consider most
relevant, you will be able to define the means by which
they should be transmitted and who should receive them.

You will be able to optimise your response mechanisms
to external events or attacks with the potential to
jeopardise the smooth running of your business.

IOMetrics Audit: monitor and protect your infrastructure

SIEM applies security logic to all monitored components to detect problems that could compromise the
infrastructure. We also enhance the systems in place to respond to external incidents or attacks that could
jeopardise the company's ability to operate normally.
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Keep everything you already have in
place and evolve.

IOMetrics is a complete solution because it is
surrounded by an ecosystem of services designed to
help you achieve your goals.

Migration from a previous monitoring platform is one of
them. The objective is that you don't lose any of the
features you have in place right now.

And without risk to the business or the uptime of any of
your services.

We will analyse with you everything you want to keep, we
will design a plan and an architecture that allows it and
we will migrate the data and metrics of interest from
your old system to IOMetrics.

If any development is needed, we will take care of it. In
less time than you think you will have managed to switch
from a system that is not giving you everything you
expected from it to IOMetrics.

The most modern monitoring solution that positions you
in the best place to add value to your business and
prepares you for the future.

Keep your data secure during migration.

The key to the success of any migration project is
preserving the integrity of the data architecture and the
data itself.

When the amount of information is large, a validation
system is needed to ensure the preservation of the data
in the system to be migrated.

We design the validation system with you and maintain
the two systems in parallel until we are as confident as
possible that all data, dependencies and metrics have
been migrated to IOMetrics.

You will get a secure and reliable migration to position
your infrastructure and your business in the best possible
position to find the value of your data.

We take care of the migration from your old platform to IOMetrics.

Before going into the data migration we remind you of the components of IOMetrics.
 


